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Family Resilience

Early Help Strategy
5 Core Themes and 12 Key Areas for Impact
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● Reduce the attainment gap between those 

eligible for free school meals and non 

eligible children at all stages of 

assessment.

Attainment Priorities

● Ensure Children with emerging or 

undiagnosed needs including Speech and 

Language difficulties have their needs 

identified at the earliest possible stage. 

● Increase the number of children accessing  

Free Entitlement Funding.

Child Development Priorities
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Education
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● Reduce the number of children, young 

people and their families living in poverty

Poverty Priorities
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Poverty
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● Ensure that young people are referred to 

provider services early by engaging with 

partner agencies

Substance Misuse Priorities

● Ensure that all children have access to 

services and support relevant to their 

health needs.

● Promote services that improve and support 

mental well being with timely interventions 

to prevent issues escalating. 

Child Physical Health Priorities

Mental Well Being Priorities
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● Ensure there is a clear pathway of 

parenting support to meet identified need 

at the earliest stage.

Parenting Priorities

● Promote early identification of domestic 

abuse and reduce escalation in line with 

the Domestic Violence Strategy.

Domestic Abuse Priorities

● Embed the Team Around the Family 

approach.

Family Resilience Priorities
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Family
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● Reduce crime and anti-social behaviour.

Crime & Anti-social Behaviour Priorities

● Enable children and young people to have 

healthy relationships, develop good self 

esteem and the confidence to make 

positive choices.

● Develop a multi-agency approach to ensure 

that young people at risk of CSE are kept 

safe.

● Ensure that children, young people and 

families are aware of the potential dangers 

and presenting behaviours of those 

exposed to extremist agendas.

Child Sexual Exploitation Priorities

Extremist Agendas Priorities
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Community
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• New Multi-Agency Tool

• Replaces CAF, with a renewed 

focus on assessment not referral

• Full guidance document, including 

tools for practitioners and Early 

Help pathway

• Greater focus on the views of the 

child and family

• Supports TAF and identification of 

lead professional

Multi-Agency Early Help Assessment 

(EHAT) is here
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• Lists Early Help Services 

and Support

• Accessible to 

professionals, parents and 

children

• Postcode and key word 

search

• New functionality coming 

soon

0-25 Early Help, Information and Advice 

Directory
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Multi-Agency Early Help Training

• Training programme 

published

• Multi-agency delivery and 

attendance

• Full sessions and 

condensed briefings

• Visits to individual teams to 

raise awareness
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The Early Intervention Foundation
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What the evidence tells us

3 £60b 
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EIF and evidence
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‘Foundations for Life: What Works to support 

Parent Child Interaction in the Early Years’

Early Years Evidence Seminar, 16th November 2016
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‘Foundations for Life’: The Headlines

Early Years Evidence Seminar, 16th November 2016

1. Parent child interactions in the early years 
matter

2. The UK market place of programmes is vibrant 
and full of potential, but needs development

3. Commissioners have a crucial role in growing 
and applying the early intervention evidence 
base

4. Building impact evidence is a journey that takes 
time, and is about ‘improving not proving’

5. Implementation is as important as evidence
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‘What Works to enhance Inter-Parental 

Relationships and Improve Outcomes for 

Children’

Early Years Evidence Seminar, 16th November 2016

• How parents relate to each other is a primary influence 
on children’s mental health and long-term life chances.

• Children exposed to frequent, intense and poorly 
resolved inter-parental conflict are at risk of a range of 
negative outcomes: mental health, attainment, social 
and emotional skills

• Relationship functioning, not relationship structure

• IPR is a neglected site for early intervention
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Cost of late intervention

• No change in headline cost of late 
intervention in past 2 years, despite 
significant reduction in overall public 
services budget

• Rise in cost of children’s social care; child 
injuries & mental health problems; crime & 
anti-social behaviour

• What does this mean for investment in 
early intervention? LGA say funding for EI 
has been cut by £56% in recent years.
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Integration

Bringing together different services to 

create a coherent early intervention 

system for families

“it means not having to repeat myself 30 

times to every different person or part of 

the system". 

“we can’t keep paying 18 different 

professionals to sit in a room and talk to 

each other”

“stop polishing the fish and tackle the 

water they swim in”
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Common Factors
#1 Compelling Narrative
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Common Factors

#2 Distributed leadership

Senior leaders & 

partnerships

Local strategies, political buy-

in, local champions, senior

agreement

Islington: CCG Vice Chair champions children’s centres with GPs

Sheffield: Best Start strategy and ‘theory of change’

Warwickshire: £3M investment in early childhood intervention

Lancashire: Police early intervention to tackle incident demand

Commissioners

Boundary spanners; integrated 

funding, outcomes frameworks, 

specs, & performance management

Swindon: Joint Commissioning Board, & Section 75 agreement

Solihull: Joint children’s commissioners for SEND & for CAMHS

Nottingham: Early years spend mapping and recommissioning 

Police Leaders EI Academy: 20 Forces developing EI change 

programmes

Practitioners
Lead roles focused on the family not 

the professional boundary

Torbay: Integration Champions, unblockers, storytellers, connectors

Luton: Flying Start key workers based in Midwifery service

Communities

Community champions, self help, 

peer support, co-design and co-

commissioning

Westminster: Residents choose local early years tax

Northumberland: Community Activists (ABCD)

Solihull: social action at heart of early help redesign
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Common features Promising developments

Strengths-based method of assessing needs focused 

on relationships and family efficacy

Measurement frameworks which connect individual and system data, 

measuring what's important rather than what’s available

An early help 'assessment hub' where data and 

information is shared

An integrated universal assessment pathway, spotting early signals of risk

and using predictive analytics

Reconfigured delivery structures, such as multi-

disciplinary locality teams

New family support key worker roles, and retrained workforces such as 

PCSOs – boundary spanners, relationship builders

Information services to help families navigate through 

services 
Support pathway mapping from the family’s perspective

Common Factors
#3 Common systems, structures and 

processes
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Common Factors
#4 Workforce planning, culture & language
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Abuse and
neglect

Crime,
violence, ASB

Substance
misuse

Early child
development

School and
employment

Mental
health

Obesity and
physical
health

Risky sexual
behaviour

LA actual score England score

Common Factors
#5 Measurement & Evaluation
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Common Factors
#6: System not services
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Keep in touch

Find out more: www.EIF.org.uk

Keep an eye on the website, sign up for our 

newsletter

Book onto evidence seminars and other events

Contact us: info@eif.org.uk

Follow: @TheEIFoundation

http://www.eif.org.uk/
mailto:info@eif.org.uk
https://twitter.com/theeifoundation

